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Research Designs and Researchers’ Quest for Problems Solving
Conclusions: Expressing Appropriateness in Designs Identification
and Application
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Abstract
The social science epistemology has suffered continuing debate between pure and Applied Research even till
the contemporary times. The knowledge of research methods and application is a vital pre-requisite for a
dynamic social order. The society both advanced and developing got to its present stage of development
partly with the help of deep knowledge and appropriate application of research designs. This paper examines
the problem of inappropriate application of research designs by many graduate and Post-Graduate students as
well as some research practitioners. With the aid of secondary data, combined with the more than a decade of
teaching research methods, we combined qualitative analysis with the application of the isomorphic principle
to explain the appropriateness of any identified research problem and the design(s) that will yield the
expected result or conclusions. Among other things, the paper found that many undergraduate and graduate
students as well some research teachers parade themselves with poor knowledge of design identification and
appropriate application. Thus they make recommendations, yet the problems persist. This paper recommends
among others, that World, Regional or National bodies be established and licensed to register and certify
academics through appropriate tests and conditions before their institutions can assign them to teach
Research methods courses. This way, the Social Science epistemological argument of it, being Applied or
Natural Research can only be defined and understood.
Keywords: Research Designs, Isomorphism, Problem Solving, Appropriateness, Applications, Conclusions.
1. Introduction
Research Methodology as a field of study or body of knowledge performs the function of advancing the
frontiers of knowledge in any academic discipline. This is possible through the understanding and
applications of all the aspects of methodology as a body of knowledge. These aspects include methods,
designs, theoretical and operational concepts, theories and theoretical frameworks, Hypothesis and
hypothesis testing among other specifics that constitute the whole gamut of research methodology. Thus, the
term research may refer to the systematic method consisting of enunciating the problem, formulating a
hypothesis, collecting the facts or data, analyzing the facts and reaching certain conclusions either in form of
solution(s) towards the concerned problem or in certain generalization for some theoretical formulations
(Best, 1989:71).
The growth and development of the human society from the primitive age to the modern times, has been
attributed to the imports of research. Thus, research efforts have brought about improvements of lives in
manufacturing, commerce, technology, and even in our political and administrative lives. It is therefore
critical that various aspects of the discipline of research methodology must be mastered and applied
appropriately, so as to justify the outcomes of investigation Researchers and teachers of research
methodology increase daily, who teach and conduct researches on contemporary societal problems and make
recommendations. Yet, problems persist and even more protracted. Then, pertinent questions are raised; are
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those classically established research methods, designs, ethics and procedures no longer applicable? Or are
teachers of research methodology not teaching these relevant and appropriate techniques that are isomorphic
to problems indentified to be resolved? (Kerlinger, 1973:16).
This paper is an attempt to examine the applicability of the classical ethical prescriptions of research
methodology as it pertains to the understanding and appropriate selection and application of research designs.
Because experience has shown that designs do not resist the researchers command, rather, they help him to
fail if wrongly selected. This appears to be very correct, such that a researcher may adopt a survey design to
investigate a problem which is purely historical. In such case the design will not talk to him but will help him
to produce conclusions that will hardly resolve the researchers’ problem. In Nigeria today, teachers of
research methods in Universities, Polytechnics and Colleges are not in short supply, yet highest percentage of
their products, hardly conduct researches and their findings can resolve social problems. Thus, we still
experience poor food supply, poor electoral processes, poor electricity supply, perennial collapse, of houses
among others. The thrust of this paper is to emphasize the importance of research design in the research
process.
Statement of the Problem
The idea of a research process describes the essence of professional series of actions or steps necessary
to effectively carry out any research of choice. (Offiong, 1996:21) A researcher must therefore religiously
follow this process to arrive at problem solving conclusions.
The advanced countries have made very significant progress in the deployment of research tools and the
results is their advancement in technology, Agriculture, Academics, among others. The developing countries
are yet to come to terms with the due application of the classical and prescribed research principles. The
scientific communities of research methodology is replete with established guidelines and ethics encoded in
clear processes that young researchers should follow in conducting research, yet recommendations and
conclusions are constantly lured out without necessarily translating into solutions to identified problems of
society. Thus, questions are raised whether researchers are at home with selection and application of
appropriate designs to conduct such research.
This paper is an effort to account for why most recommendations made by some researchers fail to
solve identified problems; arising from inappropriate selection and application of research designs
Objectives of the Paper
The research process is a sacrosanct procedure that a researcher must observe carefully to arrive at
problem solving conclusions (Babbie, 1998:32). This paper examines research designs, which is a critical
element in the research process.
Specific objectives of this paper include;
i.

To identify and discuss the importance of research designs in the research process.

ii.

To identify and discuss the wrong and inappropriate application of research designs.

iii. To recommend a template that will help researchers and practitioners apply the knowledge of
research designs appropriately.
2. Conceptual Clarification and Application
Isomorphism: The validity of any inference made by a researcher depends upon the methodology used
and the internal logic of the theory that guides the research (Emele & Emele) 1996:61). Isomorphism defines
similarity and structural agreement of measurement instruments. The concept of isomorphism was used by
Nachmias & Nachmias (2009: 156-159) as critical to explaining the role of measurement in research. They
averse, that measurement is the assignment of numerals or numbers to objects, events or variables according
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to rules. For these assignments to produce the expected result, the numerals or numbers must be structurally
similar to the events or phenomena govern by rules set by the researcher.
Thus, Isomorphism therefore means “similarity or identity of structure”. In measurement, isomorphism
asks the veritable question whether the numeral system applied is similar or agrees with the structure of the
concepts of variables being measured.
In line with the above notion, scientists, distinguish among various ways of measuring variables of
research. In technical term, refers to as levels or scales of measurement Paul (1985:68). Krippentiff
(2004:42), notes that “the mathematics and statistical operation that a researcher can perform on a given set
of numbers are dependent on the level of measurement attained.
The above discussion and submissions are indicative that properties of variables or phenomenon to be
measured must be Isomorphic. It must conform to the level or scale to be deployed in measuring such
variable of study. Researchers have identified four principal levels of measurement which include nominal,
ordinal, interval and ratio. These various levels have their unique rules of application. Thus, researchers must
be scientific enough to define their variables operationally. This enables him to justify the level of
measurement that is applicable. Variables that require classificatory measurement must end with nominal
level while, variables that require typical relations of higher than or more desired, should apply ordinal state.
This is because, social scientists study many variables that are not only classifiable but also exhibits some
form of relations. This property identification and sophistication of study defines the level of measurement
that is applicable (Isuekor, 1983:17).
In this paper the philosophy of Isomorphism defines the focus by which we examine the sanctity of
operational relevance and application of research designs to studies in an appropriate manner. Consider the
example of a builder who sets out to construct a bungalow, he will not just start building, but first consider
the strength of materials in relation to the load that the building will carry. Thus, he calibrates his material
needs to conform with the expected structures. Social scientists have also established some research designs
to be applied in conducting studies across disciplines. The idea of Isomorphism should also be applicable in
choosing research design. A builder who intends to build a two-storey house must require higher strength
rods than the one who intend to build a bungalow. The same applies to a researcher who intends to conduct a
study that requires eliciting primary data as against the other who intends to investigate a phenomenon using
secondary data. It is therefore critical that research design must be Isomorphic to the purpose of
investigation.
This explanation and application is critical, following the prevalence of examples of research
conclusions that fail to resolve societal problems. Subsequent, sections discusses research designs and some
common specimens of research designs.
3. Research Design Conceptualized
A researcher who strives to solve societal problems must first determine objectives. Once this is done,
he is confronted with the problem of constructing or choosing a design that will help him test his hypotheses
and answers research questions as the case may be. Research design is the established framework that guides
the researcher in the collection, analysis and interpretation of results. It also defines the generalizability of
research conclusion (Nwogu, 2006, Ogunbiyi, 1984).
A research design is the arrangement of conditions for collection and analysis of data in a manner that
aims to combine relevance to the research purpose with economy in procedure (Kothori & Gauray, 2014:29).
It is therefore a conceptual structure within which research is conducted; which constitutes the Blue print for
the collection, measurement, analysis and interpretation of data.
In view of Nachmias, & Nachmias (2009:99) “Any researcher who is about to test any hypothesis faces
some fundamental problems that must be solved before the project can be started; - whom shall we study?
What shall we observe? When will observation be made? How will the data be collected?” They write that,
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research design is the “blueprint that enables the investigator to come up with solutions to these problems
and guides him or her in these various stages of the research.
Kothari & Gauray; (2014:29-31) explicitly argues that a researcher must begin by posing and answering
certain questions and correctly too before he can settle for a particular design. Such questions as,
i.

What is the study about?

ii.

What type of data is required?

iii.

Where can the required data be found?

iv.

What will be the sample design?

v.

What technique of data gathering will be used?

vi. How will the data collected be analyzed? The clear answers to these puzzles, defines the idea of
“design decisions”. These design decisions, must be followed in the conduct of the research. Thus, it is a
sacrosanct exercise to be followed. The design decisions help the researcher to identify, the appropriate
research design that will help him achieve the objective of the research. The specific analysis of this impact
will be discussed in the next section of the paper, where some commonly used research designs are identified
and discussed. Summarily, a research design include a clear statement of the research problem, procedures
and techniques to be used for gathering data relevant to a study, the population to be studied and instruments
to be used in processing and analyzing data so elicited (Onifade 2004:76).
4. Discussion of Some Commonly used Research Designs
Historical Design
This design is sometimes referred to as qualitative design. In historical design the researcher is
essentially, concerned with showing, describing and interpreting what was or is (Macau, 1986:12). Thus,
there is no attempt at discovering new phenomena. At best, the historical design aims to expose conditions or
relationships that exist, practices that prevail, the processes that persist, beliefs, points of view or attitude that
are held by a people. It also captures the trends that are developing in a group or institution.
Consider the specimen examples of the following research topic:
Oil Exploration and the buildup of Youth Agitation and Militancy in the Niger Delta Region.
In this hypothetical research topic, the interest of the researcher is in the investigation of the – Buildup
of Youths agitation and militancy – which started as a result of oil exploration and exploitation. Thus, the
appropriate design should be Historical. The Historical design will help the researcher to trace the history of
oil exploitation and all attendant operations that led to youth militancy.
Political Alliances and Winning of Presidential Elections in Nigeria.
In this kind of research, the researcher is concerned with tracing the history of political alliances among
major ethnic groups in Nigeria and how these alliances have worked or failed in moulding the success or
failure of presidential candidates. The most appropriate design in this regard becomes the historical design;
which will help him to logically trace the variables that encouraged alliances and electoral successes.
Therefore, researchers are admonished to ensure that they master their statement of problem so much that
they are able to identify the appropriate design that can help there to logically prosecute their investigation to
a logical conclusion.
Survey Design
This design is sometimes called statistical or quantitative design. It is a plan in which the researcher
aims at finding out the distribution or characterization of any type of phenomena among individuals in a
large populations or universe (Sanubi, 2011:48),
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The population could be people, trees and other items of study. The structures of survey design include;
i. Population of study
ii. Accurate representative sampling using probabilities or non-probabilistic techniques.
iii. Questionnaire or interviews
iv. Methods of Data Analysis
v. Interpretations and Generalization.
Survey Studies are not constrained by the large size of the study population because it makes use of
scientific techniques to guide the study of such large population. This method is justified by the assumption
that there are very similar elements in any population. Therefore, one does not have to study all elements off
the same kind since what you find out for one element could stand for the rest of the elements which are
similar to it (Ezeji, 2004, Kaplan, 1973).
Consider the following research topics
Poverty and Prostitution among Female Students in Nigerian Universities
The interest of the researcher in this topic is to establish whether poverty has a positive relationship with
high rate of female prostitution in Nigeria Universities. First he must establish his study population and
determine his sample. This is because, he cannot study all females in Nigerian Universities. The researcher
must first choose some Universities and number of females using appropriate techniques of survey design.
Experience has shown how students and even research teachers adopts historical design to study topics
of this nature. The outcome is always conclusions that cannot solve problems.
Focus Group Discussions (F.G.Ds)
This is a more contemporary design or method of gathering more accurate primary data or information
in some unique research endeavours. According to Sanubi, (2011:28-30), Focus Group Discussion (FGDs)
involves the researcher identifying critical stakeholders that are incidental to the phenomena of study and
applying schedule system to pose questions to elicit answers that are primary to the event of study. The
schedule questions may be closed or open, depending on the resources available to the researcher. It is
relatively expensive.
Consider the hypothetical research topic below;
Causal Elements and Increased Prostitution Among Young Nigerian Sex Workers
In this kind of topic, the researcher is expected to adopt a design that will bring him or her to the
element of study (the prostitutes) in such a manner that they will be free and confident to give information
about themselves without being violent or withdraw. Thus, FGDs, design becomes, handy and appropriate to
be adopted. According to Unanka (2002:208), Focus Group Discussions yield the best results when
appropriate structure is followed by the researcher.
The Structure of FGDs
The structure of FGDs is determined by the researcher but usually takes the following pattern;
i. The research identifies and determines the critical elements (individuals) that constitute the members
of the group.
ii. He designs the schedule, the shape of the questions and envisages the line of responses from the
members. (This usually takes the form of open discussions and responses. The members are made to see
themselves as stakeholders in the study who stand to benefit from the outcomes.
iii. The researcher identifies a suitable venue for the discussion. This venue must provide the members
the free will to contribute meaningfully to the discussion without molestation or being harm.
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iv. The researcher must uphold the ethical standard of ensuring the safety of participants. This may
include adequate allowance application.
v. The researcher must show expertise in his moderation of the discussion to control for extreme
variables that may exacerbate or trigger anger.
vi.He must possess a good knowledge of measurement and analysis of data. Outcomes of the
discussions. This may be quantitative or quantitative.
Content Analysis
Content analysis has assumed quantitative dimension following the scientific pursuit of the social
sciences. However, it has a close applicability to qualitative methods. It enables the researcher to include
large amounts of textual information and systematically identify its properties; the frequencies of most used
keywords (KWIC) – key words in context” by detecting the more important structures of its communication
content. Kimberly (2002:64) sees content Analysis as a systematic, objective and or quantitative analysis of
message characteristics; it includes the careful examination of human interactions, the analysis of character,
portrayals in television commercials investigation of word usage in new releases and political speeches.
Content analysis is applicable to many areas of inquiry with examples ranging from naturally ocurring
language, to study of newspaper coverage of specific sector of the economy (Editorial Columns).
The major concern of the content analysis is the careful identification of the more frequent words, or
intent of the literature or communication (Kimberly, 2002, Goel, 1988, Turabian, 2007).
According to Sanubi (2011:28), content analysis must address such questions as
i.Which data are to be analyzed?
ii.How are the data defined?
iii.What is the population of study?
iv.What is the context relative to the data to be analyzed?
v.What constitutes the boundaries of the analysis?
vi.What is the target of the inferences?
The assumption of content analysis is the words and phrases as well as the patterns of their applications
in the communication. Thus, it deals with “manifest contents” of the communication. Content Analysis can
be qualitative and quantitative depending on the data, analysis procedure or technique the researcher chooses
to adopt.
Experimental and Quasi Experimental Design:
The goal of experimental design is to establish casual effects; it is the most appropriate for establishing
causality. It strives more, to meet the three basic criteria for causality of association, time order and nonspuriousness. The experimental research could take any two forms, the field experiment (Natural Setting) or
Laboratory experiment with relatively high degree of control on extraneous variables Ogbeide (1999:16-21).
Importantly, it has to be stressed that experimental design is majorly a design for the natural or physical
sciences.
The quasi-experimental design is similar to the experimental design in the pure sciences, “the
experimental and” the control groups.
In some studies in the social sciences, scientists try to adopt this quasi-experimental groups to all
scientific stimuli to enable it respond to an expected behaviour, the control group is denied some, or all of
these stimuli to enable it exhibit a behaviour that will show marked difference from the experimental groups.
Consider the example of a researcher who intends to know the degree of performance of lecturers who
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participate in the teaching of students in the weekend degree programmes during periods of non payments of
teaching honorarium.
Fig. 1
Group A
(University of Benin Lecturers)
Experimental

Groups B
(Delta State Universities Lecturers)
Control

Lecturer who are
regularly paid

Those who are not regularly paid

Observed
Behaviour

Observed
Behaviour

In the diagram above, the researcher would ordinarily observe that the commitments of the lecturers in
the experimental groups whose honorarium are regularly paid will be increased and vice versa. The major
difference between experimental and quasi-experimental is that of natural and behavioral influence of
variables. Thus, while experimental design is for the natural sciences, quasi-experimental can be adopted to
study phenomena in the social sciences.
5. Conclusion and Recommendations
The growing discussion on whether researchers in the social sciences can be fundamental or remain
applied has attracted various academic reactions. This paper is one of such reactions. It attempted to draw
attention to the fact that teaching and learning of research methodology is dwindling. This appears so,
because the teaching of the philosophy of research methodology has appeared diluted by instructors who
have little knowledge of research methodology.
Whether research endeavour is fundamental or applied, is a function of design identification and
adoption. The failure of a crop of instructors to chose and adopt appropriate designs have culminated in
wrong findings and conclusions. These have not helped in resolving identified social problems.
In attempt to resolve the problem of inappropriate application of research designs, this paper has tried to
examine the concept of Isomorphism and used it to explain how designs must agree with research topics in
principles and internal structures. It also carefully explained the philosophy of research designs and their
features and structures. Importantly, the paper identified and explained with specimen examples of some
most frequently used research designs in the developing countries, as it pertains to the social sciences.
This paper is an attempt to implore research teachers and practitioners to pay more attention to the
classical idea of the appropriate use of research design, as it is a precursor to a successful investigation of
social problems.
6. Recommendations
This paper is a theoretical one that examined existing ethics and principles of research; and found that
the highly revered discipline is being watered down by mediocre and unskilled handlers. Thus, the paper
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among others things recommends the following template to improve on the teaching and learning of research
methodology.
 It has been discovered that some teachers of research methods are ill experienced and equipped to
teach research methodology. Thus, it is recommended that a professionally registered body be established by
the researchers scientific community which must register and license professional members to teach research
methodology in their various institutions.
 The book market is inundated with books that are of very low quality. Some of these book and
materials are prepared by those with questionable knowledge of research methodology. Defective
knowledge, are put forward in these materials which students buy and internalize, leading to poor
understanding of the discipline. It is therefore recommended that established bodies in research methods
must first vet and approve any new material to be used to teach research methodology; and its producer
endorsed.
 It is recommended that in all Universities and colleges, a minimum content and standards must be
uniformly set to teach research methodology. This will ensure a uniform knowledge to be taught to students
of research methods.
 Experience has shown that students both at graduate and Post-Graduate levels see research
methodology like mathematics. Thus, instructors must develop new and simpler approaches to teach research
methodology. It must be demystified, and present it to our students as a simple subject which requires no
unique intellectual prowess to do well and master it.
 It is recommended that teachers of the subject must do more of practical exercises than of classroom
work. Thus, student must often carry out researches and put to play all the principles and procedures that are
sacrosanct to effective research practice.
 Knowledge of research Methodology must be introduced to student right from the year of entry into
higher institutions. This will ensure early introduction to the knowledge of research, its utility, practices,
principles and procedures.
By this early introduction, they will be used to its cannons and have more time to study research
methodology adequately. This is in contrast to what obtains in most Universities and Colleges; where
students are introduced to research knowledge at their year three.
It is the hope of this paper, that the application of some of these recommendations will promote,
professionalize, and ensure the appropriate identification and application of research principles, methods and
procedures. It is in this way that design application can yield conclusions that will solve societal problems.
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